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Abstract
Software re-engineering, a recent research area includes reverse 
engineering & forward engineering while Hybridization of Re-
engineering incorporates both the engineering processes where 
reverse engineering applies to legacy code to extract design & 
requirements, although this is often used as means to mitigate risks 
& reduced costs of operation and maintaining the software system & 
also due to its agile nature it saves time & efforts. This paper briefly 
describes the emerging process of Hybridization of Re-engineering 
which is often used as means to simplify the cumbersome tasks 
by its agile behavior to checking its techno-managerial dimension 
& make it error free because of its backtracking methodology. 
This paper represents how maintenance is going to be affecting 
with the help of given software engineering approaches due to 
lack of documentation & source codes. An analysis of various 
possible risks, their impact and mapping with various attributes is 
correspondingly depicted. R-Model provides a way to interpreting 
the results obtained from assessment to take decision about 
when evolution of a legacy system through Hybridization of Re-
engineering is successful to enhancing software reuse.
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I. Introduction
Re-engineering is the examination, analysis and transformation 
of an legacy software system to reconstitute it in a new form, and 
the subsequent implementation of the new form [4]. HoR “is a re- 
engineering process that uses not just a single, but a combination of 
conceptualization levels and transformation methods to transition 
an legacy system to a target system [9]. Though the task of HoR 
is quite appropriate than normal re- engineering but there are 
plenty of risks associated with various principles such as Re-
visualize & Re- invent, Re-Design, Re-implement, Re-test i.e. 
Technical risk, known risk & project risk belonging to various 
sub categories of risk such as selection of code translation, 
operational, line by line translation is not possible, quality, 
reliability, external, interfacing of COTS with legacy system, 
schedule, COTS will perform up to the standards. The process 
typically encompasses a combination of other processes such as 
migration, reverse engineering, re-documentation, restructuring, 
translation and forward engineering. As the software industry 
moves to a new era, many new software design methodologies 
are developed, improving software reusability and maintainability, 
and decreasing development and maintenance time. But most 
companies have legacy systems that are out of data and costly to 
maintain. These systems cannot just be replaced with new systems. 
They contain corporate information and implied decisions that 
would be lost. They also are an investment, and were too costly 
to develop and evolve just to discard. For these purposes, re- 
engineering becomes a useful tool to convert old, obsolete systems 
to more efficient, streamlined systems. But project development 
is always short on time and money, making the need to look at 

alternatives necessary. The use of COTS packages is seen as a 
way to increase reliability while decreasing development and test 
time. Translation of code is a means of decreasing time and cost. 
This has resulted in a combination of the development methods 
into a form of HoR. HoR is a re-engineering process that uses not 
just a single, but a combination of conceptualization levels and 
transformation methods to transition an legacy system to a target 
system as shown in fig. 2.

II. Re-Engineering Model
Re-engineering model, as shown in fig. 1, its goal is to understand 
the legacy software (specification, design and implementation) and 
then to re-implement it to improve the functionality, performance 
or implementation of the system and it is used to maintain the 
legacy functionality and prepare for functionality to be added 
later, achieving greater reliability, preparation for functional 
enhancement, improve maintainability & migration [4].

Fig. 1: Basic Re-Engineering Model

A. Laws of Re-engineering
Maybe there is a bit of truth in all of these observations, but the 
real reasons probably have more to do with certain fundamental 
laws of software evolution identified several years ago by Lehman 
and Belady. The two most striking of these laws are:
• Changing Continuously
• Complexity Increasing

B. Challenges While Implementing Re- Engineering
There are various challenges while implementing re-engineering 
are Time schedule, process modelling, standards, budget, 
complexity, immature tools.
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III. R-Model ON HoR
Re-engineering is an engineering process that uses not just a 
single, but a combination of conceptual levels and transformation 
methods to transition an legacy system to a target system.

Fig. 2: Abstraction Basis for the R-Model Process

Fig. 3: R-Model

As shown in fig. 3, reverse engineering is the process in 
which we start from the implementation phase and moving 
towards the coding, design requirement & feasibility phase. 
Forward engineering is the process which provides downward 
conceptualization from feasibility to the implementation phase. 
In above figure reverse engineering & forward engineering both 
are represented simultaneously.
In legacy systems, discovering the detailed structure and behavior 
of the system may be a challenging task, since the information 
may be scattered about the system. Reverse engineering techniques 
together with sophisticated modern multi-view modelling 
approaches can help extract that information.
At first step, the feasibility study is re-visualize i.e. checking 
system compatibility, after the feasibility is done requirements are 
re-invent as per the need of the user. The Software Requirements 
Specification, an output of the requirement phase matters a lot as 
it consists of all the requirements in written form and is a legal 
document. In order to re-invent the requirements we need to map 
these with the SRS. Then after first phase we move towards the 
next phase i.e. mapping of restructured SRS to the design. The 
backtracking from one phase to other phase is possible in the fig. 3 
and is denoted by a bi-directional arrow. In this phase the mapping 
of restructured SRS to the Design document is being done i.e. 
integration of new SRS to design in order to get the re-designed 
document which is the output of this phase. As SRS changes the 
design structure consisting of DFD/ ER diagrams/UML diagrams 
need to be changed as per the extent of changed requirements. 
After the second phase a re-designed document as an output we 
move to the next phase i.e. Design Document to re-implement 
wherein the coding part is being modified as per the changes 
being made in the design document to make effective the changed 
requirements. Figure 3 is depicting the way how HoR is working. 
We can backtrack from this phase to second phase and vice versa 
if there is such need. The output of this phase leads to retesting & 
reintegration of the various software modules to perform the exact 
functionality. As soon as the reintegration is being done or being 
modified by the experts so there is the need for testing team to 
re-test the reintegrated software wherein they check for the bugs, 
errors & faults and if there is such thing then there is a need to go 
back to the previous phase or on the first phase of requirements. If 
everything is perfect so integration is being done among various 
modules or part of software system to act as a single system. After 
the integration of various modules is being done, there is a need to 
implement the modified system and get the target system which is 
required by the user. The whole process or the phases as described 
above tends to the term re-engineering where in the legacy system 
is being taken off performing the reverse engineering, forward 
engineering and thereby the target system after the modification 
being done at every phase. A more sophisticated and efficient 
approach of re-engineering exists termed as R- Model on HoR. 
HoR is an approach in which the part of system which is causing 
problem is structured again and remaining is kept as it. We can 
also say that there are two parts of a system i.e. stable & unstable. 
A stable part is that part that is not causing any problem to the 
software and need not be touched although the unstable part is 
that part which is causing problem in the system and hence needs 
to be reengineered as shown in fig. 4. The main advantage of the 
R-Model for the HoR is that it reduces time, effort & money as 
software is not developed from scratch & also it overcomes with 
the challenges of re-engineering.
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Fig. 4: Current State of the Legacy System

In order to do the HoR the re-engineering model is mapped on 
with the software component library that can be Commercial off 
the shelf (COTS). Because R-Model uses COTS or certified tools 
libraries through which design and requirements can be specified 
much faster thereby reducing effort, time and increasing reliability. 
COTS have some risk associated with it i.e. A package will not 
perform an anticipated or advertised, or that will be unreliable, 
immature or incomplete. Also COTS product may limit further 
enhancements to the system because changes in COTS provided 
functions may not be possible due to legal or contractual issues. 
All the main principles of R- Model for HoR approach namely 
re-visualize, re- invent, re-design, re-implement & re-test the main 
task remains of integrating all the work of these principles together 
to make an effective model or system. Any specific principle is 
useless unless there is no integration with the other. For Example: 
If software developer is developing software by following various 
SDLC phases and works on every phase but did not integrate with 
each other so one cannot move further to achieve the ultimate 
objective. So, custom glue provides an interface between all these 
phases to integrate with each other is applied on.

A. Benefits of R-Model
R-Model on HoR has the advantage that it reduces development 
schedule and hence reduced costs. The development schedule is 
shortened first by minimizing the amount of reverse engineering. 
The use of COTS decreases forward engineering development and 
test time and thus costs. The use of properly selected COTS also 
increases reliability because these packages have been extensively 
tested.

B. Tasks Associated With Whole HoR Process
There are basically 3 tasks which are associated with the whole 
HoR process, it is depicted in table

Table 1: Common Tasks in HoR Process
Tasks Description

QA QA review ensures that a product conforms
to project standards and is of satisfactorily quality.

Tracking of
process

Monitor & track information to analyze &
detect the possible problems.

Resolution of conflict Resolution of conflict on technical or managerial 
aspect

IV. Risk Assessment on Techno- Managerial Dimension
One method for identifying techno-managerial risks is to create 
a risk item checklist [3]. Table 2 is represented different risks 
associated with re- engineering life cycle phases.

Table 2 : Risks Associated With R-Model
S No Phases Risks

1. Re-Visualize &
Re-Invent

The  package will  not  perform an  
anticipated or advertised, or that  will  be  
unreliable, immature or incomplete.

2. Re-Design
Custom code has the same inherent risks as a 
ny  soft ware developed: Quality, Reliability, 
and Schedule.

3. Re-Implement Availability of experienced personnel.

4. Re-Test External & Tool Support

This is the broad classification of techno- managerial risk as shown 
in fig. 5, the categorization can be used for risk identification and 
focuses on some subset of technical, known and project risks in 
the following generic subcategories:
• Product Size(PS)
•Business impact(BU)
•Process definition(PR)
•Size and experience(ST)
•Technology to be built(TE)
•Customer characteristics(CU)
•Development Environment(DE)

Fig. 5: Classification of Risks With their Category
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The mapping diagram can be organized in different ways. 
Questions relevant to each of the topics can be answered for 
each software project. The answers to these questions allow 
the planner to estimate the impact of risk. A different risk item 
checklist format simply lists characteristics that are relevant to 
each generic subcategory. Finally, a set of “risk components and 
drivers” are listed. Mappings of various risks and impact on various 
attributes of software project have been proposed in the paper. 
This provides useful insight into generic risks for software projects 
and should be used whenever risk analysis and management is 
instituted. However, a relatively short list of questions can be 
used to provide a preliminary indication of whether a project is 
“at risk”. These risks may be catastrophic, critical, marginal or 
negligible depends on the impact value. As shown in below fig. 
6 various risks associated with the different type of principles are 
mapped in or is linked with each other by direction. Technical 
risk, threaten the quality and timeliness of the software to be 
produced. If the technical risk becomes a reality, implementation 
may become difficult or impossible. Known risks are those risk 
that can be uncovered after careful evaluation of the project plan 
the business and technical environment in which the project is 
being developed. Project risks; threaten the project plan i.e. if the 
project risksbecome real it is likely that the project schedule will 
slip and that costs will increase.

Risks                       Software Impact

Fig. 6: Mapping of Risks with the impact on Software System

V. Migrating Legacy C++ Application to Target Java 
Application
Here we take a legacy application of Telephone Book which was 

coded in C++. This application uses file handling for storing the 
records in .txt file. This application stores only name & their 
contact number. Initially the application works perfectly but 
slowly-slowly as the time passes the user requirements will change 
& time taken for retrieval of data is increases slowly-slowly as 
the database size increases but later the user of this application 
realised that they need to store address as well email id along with 
name & contact number to make the information complete. So 
user needs new application which solves his problem but their 
budget was low and they cannot bear the expenses to purchase 
new application. So to overcome from this problem is they call 
developer and discuss their problem then developers suggested 
him to re- engineer that application & solve this problem & then 
they calculates the cost, time & efforts taken to re-engineer the 
application but the user said that his budget was low & having 
short of time, so they cannot bear too high cost & more time that 
you people estimated. So the developers has a question that how 
to solve that problem according to the user requirements, without 
getting loss.
So the answer of the question is Hybridization of
Re-engineering.
Before discussing the implementation work first we will discuss 
the problem in the legacy system:-

Less features available i.e. address & e- mail id is not • 
available
Delete function is not present to delete the unwanted • 
record
High searching time• 
Interface is command line• 
Data store volume in text file is limited• 

Before moving towards the core implementation part question 
arises that in which conditions or phases proposed model is 
super ceded the existing model of hybrid re-engineering. So the 
conditions are as:-

When the requirements are unclear or fuzzy• 
When the requirements are not static but they are changed • 
continuously even when re-engineering process started

Now one more question arises that what are the features in the 
proposed model which is used by it to overcome from the problems 
of existing model of hybrid re-engineering. So the features are 
as:-

Backtracking mechanism• 
Flexibility (that makes it agile)• 

So our implementation can be done in 2 aspects i.e.
When the requirements is freezed or stable• 
When the requirements is unfreezed or unstable i.e. • 
requirements keep on changing continuously

A. When the Requirements is Freezed or Stable
When the requirements is freezed or stable then at that time both 
model i.e. existing & proposed behaves same. This can be depicted 
by implement both models on the legacy system and match the 
output.

B. When the Requirements is Unfreezed or Unstable i.e. 
Requirements Keep on Changing Continuously
When the requirements is unfreezed or unstable then at that time 
both model i.e. existing & proposed not behaves as same because 
existing model is less flexible with requirements change due to 
absence of the backtracking mechanism, which makes the existing 
model more rigid & inefficient.
But on the other side backtracking makes the proposed model 
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more efficient, flexible & agile.
Consider the issues in the existing legacy system which user told 
to the re-engineering team:-

Less attribute to be stored• 
More searching time• 
Less features• 
Data Storage is limited• 
User interface is command line• 
Security constraint• 
Less interactive• 

When the re-engineering team starts re-engineering the system 
using the existing model of Hybrid re- engineering then user are 
not clear about his requirements & told following requirements 
to the team:-

More attribute to be stored in target system• 
Less searching time takes place in target system• 
More features in target system• 
Data Storage capacity is increased in target system• 

After understanding the user requirements re- engineering team 
starts the re–engineering process. When the re-engineering 
process comes to the testing phase then user again interrupt the 
re- engineering team and cited few more requirements to be 
considered in the new application/target system i.e.

User interface is Graphical in target system• 
Security constraint is checked i.e. valid user is login to the • 
system
GUI is highly interactive in target system• 

But at that time re-engineering team can’t do anything because 
according to the model they can’t backtrack & modify or restructure 
the whole system.
When the re-engineering team starts re-engineering the system 
using the proposed model of Hybrid re- engineering then user are 
not clear about his requirements & told following requirements 
to the
team:-

More attribute to be stored in target system• 
Less searching time takes place in target system• 
More features in target system• 
Data Storage capacity is increased in target system• 

After understanding the user requirements re- engineering team 
starts the re–engineering process. When the re-engineering 
process comes to the testing phase then user again interrupt the 
re- engineering team and cited few more requirements
to be considered in the new application/target system i.e.

User interface is Graphical in target system• 
Security constraint is checked i.e. valid user is login to the • 
system
GUI is highly interactive in target system• 

Then at that time re-engineering team consider & understands 
new requirements cited by the user properly & starts changing 
in the structure of the application, this all can be done due to the 
backtracking property, flexible & agile behavior of the proposed 
model
Here we compare target system using existing hybrid model & 
proposed hybrid model on the basis of kiviat chart
We are considering following parameters for drawing the kiviat 
chart, which are as follows:-

Max. Cyclometic Complexity• 
Avg. Cyclometic Complexity• 
Avg. Depth• 
Max. Depth• 
Avg. Statements Per Method• 

Methods Per Class• 

Table 3: Calculation of Following Metrics for Legacy Phonebook 
System

Metrics Range
[Min – Max]

Legacy
System

Max.  Cyclometic
Complexity 2 – 8 21

Avg.   Cyclometic
Complexity 2.0 - 4.5 3.86

Max. Depth 3 - 6 7

Avg. Depth 1.0 - 2.5 3.59

Avg.   Statements
Per Method 5 - 10 2.2

Methods  Pe r
Class 4 - 20 2.50

Fig. 7: Kiviat Chart for Legacy Application

Fig. 8: Kiviat Chart for Target Phonebook Application Using 
Existing Hybrid Re-Engineering Model
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Fig. 9: Kiviat Chart for Target Using Proposed Hybrid Re-
Engineering Model

Table 4: Comparison of Metrics for Address Book

Metrics
Range
[Min      
– Max]

Using
Existing
Model

Using
Proposed
Model

Max.
Cyclometic
Complexity

2 – 10 13 9

Avg. Cyclometic
Complexity 1.5 - 4.0 13 1.84

Max. Depth 3 – 7 7 5

Avg. Depth 1.0 - 2.4 4.74 2.31

Avg. Statements
Per Method 6 - 12 107.00 10.29

Methods Per
Class 3 - 16 1 10.33

Comparison of time taken in searching data in legacy application 
& Re-engineered application

Table 6: Comparison of Time Taken in Records Searching in Mili 
Seconds (MS)

Records Length Legacy
System

Existing
Model

Proposed
Model

50 27.4 16 15

100 29.6 18 17

150 32.9 19 18

VI. Conclusion
The number of large systems being built from scratch is 
diminishing, while the number of legacy systems in use is 
very high. Rapid changes in the computer industry continually 
introduce new hardware and software, making older systems 
obsolescent and difficult to maintain. Businesses do not want to 
re-develop from scratch as many business decisions are built into 
the legacy systems, hence re-engineering came into existence. But 
project development is always short on time and money, making 
it necessary to look at alternatives. So, R-Model on HoR plays 
a vital role in this scenario. The use of COTS packages is seen 
as a way to increase reliability and quality of the system while 
decreasing development efforts. Translation of code is a means of 
decreasing time and cost & also to mitigate risks. This results in a 
combination of development methods into a form of HoR & the 
results is proved by comparison of metrics in the above tables.

VII. Future Work
Since the HoR process/ methodology or R-Model is a new approach 
in the re-engineering although a very cost efficient approach as it 
reduces development time & cost but there are no metrics available 
for this in order to measure the scalability & performance.
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